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The Sun and Sunlight Analogy

Just as

 The Sun is to things visible to the eye,

Ana-logia: in same ratio (logos)

a is to b as     c is to d
1      :      2       as        3     :       6       

So

 The Good is to invisible forms seen by the mind’s eye.
page 508



The analogy of vision and the visible

Just as

 Shadows of visible things  are to  visible things,

So

 Geometric diagrams are to  forms.
pages 509e-510c



The Divided Line as a continuous ratio

a   : b           as        c    :      d 



Geometric Diagrams are sensible things used to express the 

insensible their form



The Sun and Sunlight Analogy

Just as 

reflections of visible things

are to

visible things,
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So

geometric diagrams

are to

invisible forms.

page 509e -510c



The Divided Line
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The Divided Line for all the senses



The Divided Line as a continuous ratio



Divided Line reduced to a 3-term proportion

Just as images are to visible things so visible things are to forms.

Like a “geometric ratio” e.g., the double:

Just as 1 is to 2  so 2 is to 4…          Just as 3 is to 6 so 6 is to 12



The Divided Line in the double ratio



The Divided Line in the triple ratio

No matter where the first cut is made, the middle terms 

(here 3 & 3) must always be the same.



The Divided Line as a continuous ratio



Divided Line reduced to a 3-term proportion



The Divided Line as 3-term proportion (e.g., double)

Ratio = logos

Proportion = ana-logia



Counting Syllables

Homeric Hexameter



Hierarchy of Reality and the corresponding Hierarchy of  Knowledge 

| Thought 

This section logos grasps by power of 

dialectic, using hypothesis to go as far as 

the unhypothetical first principle of 

everything; using no sense perceptions but 

Forms themselves, going through Forms to 

Forms and ending up at the Forms.
[page 511b]
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Apprehension

Conjecture

Opinion Understanding [p. 511d]



Goal of the education program is to…

περι-αγω peri-agō
518d ‘lead about’: περι-αγωγης peri-agoges

521c ‘bringing of a soul around’

ψυχης περιαγωυη peri-agoue

μετα-στρεφω meta-strephō
526e ‘turn towards’ μετα-στρεφεςθαι

532b μετα-στροθη

…to turn around the mind’s eye towards the formal source 

(not towards the manifestations)
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